Nevada Division of Environmental Protection
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USEPA-1: NDEP acknowledges that the complexities of the agreement
approach are such that many of the details regarding the proposed
Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) are yet to be determined. NDEP is
consulting with the Nevada Attorney General to determine appropriate
language and intends to meet with EPA throughout the MOA development
process to ensure EPA approval of the TMDL.
No decision has been made on the number of MOAs to be entered or the
signatory parties. It is clear that the counties are essential signatories as we
expect they will take the lead role for operations and maintenance of
stormwater programs in their jurisdictions. Rationale has been added to the
TMDL document expressing why this makes sense; the primary reason being
the counties’ greater capacity and technical expertise to operate and manage
stormwater programs. While GIDs may have roles and responsibilities to
implement the TMDL, it is less clear if the GIDs are necessary parties to the
MOA(s). It may be sufficient to generally describe GID roles and
responsibilities in the MOA and provide more specific details within Catchment
Implementation Plans which are required for the Crediting Program.
The Nevada Attorney General has determined that MOAs are not legally
binding. Therefore, the MOA(s) will not set forth requirements as are contained
in permits. Rather, the MOA(s) will lay out commitments to which the
implementing entities agree. Similarly, “monitoring of compliance” with the
MOA is inappropriate terminology. NDEP contends that “measuring and
assessing progress” toward load reduction milestones contained in the MOA(s)
is a more appropriate statement. Progress will be measured and assessed the
same way compliance with NPDES permit requirements is measured: by using
the protocols described in the Crediting Program Handbook.
The MOA(s) will contain contingency provisions that describe the
consequences of poor performance including issuance of a stormwater permit.
Each entity’s progress toward meeting its annual and 5-year milestones will be
assessed to determine if the commitments set forth in the MOA are being met.
Factors that will be considered for determining progress and/or the necessity to
act on a contingency include but are not limited to: annual versus 5-year
milestone; the degree to which a milestone is not met; the level of effort
implemented by the entity; economic or other impediments; and past
performance.
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USEPA-2: NDEP would be happy to discuss residual designation with EPA. It
must be emphasized however that NDEP does not initially intend to issue an
NPDES permit unless the 2010 census indicates the Lake Tahoe basin or any
portion thereof meets the population-density requirements for designation as a
small MS4. If there is no such designation at the time of EPA approval of the
TMDL, NDEP will implement the agreement approach for TMDL
implementation. NDEP and local governments agree that an agreement
approach is preferable due to the following benefits:
Collaborative – addressing the problem is seen as a team effort between the
regulatory agency and the regulated community;
Efficient – a customized program to address the distinct problem of clarity loss
may be significantly more efficient than administering an NPDES Program;
minimizing operational costs is particularly important in this economic downturn
as budgets continue to decline; and this streamlined process will lead to more
actions being implemented more quickly on the ground.
More flexible –does not disqualify projects for funding through 319(h) or other
grants that may not be used to fund activities required by a permit; this
approach also diminishes risk to jurisdictions over lawsuits should economics
or other relevant factors affect their ability to meet load reduction milestones.
The cooperative agreement approach between NDEP and other government
agencies and private companies has been used very successfully in southern
Nevada for the largest non-Super Fund cleanup of an unregulated contaminant
(perchlorate) in the nation. Based on past experience of the working
relationship between NDEP, Nevada Tahoe local governments and NDOT
there is no reason to believe that this type of approach will not be just as
successful for implementing the Tahoe TMDL. Furthermore, Nevada Tahoe
local governments and NDOT have a demonstrated record of cooperating and
implementing projects, actions and strategies with TRPAs Environmental
Improvement Program. This non-regulatory program which has no penalties for
not taking action is further evidence that the MOA approach will work. If the
agreements are faltering, NDEP will open discussions concerning permit
coverage under the Small MS4 General Permit with the applicable jurisdictions.
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USEPA-3: The Lake Tahoe TMDL Report has been revised to clarify the
language for the Performance, Compliance Assessment, and Reporting
(Section 11.3.1) and to reflect that NDOT’s wasteload will be incorporated into
the permit. Other components such as load reduction milestone schedules,
stormwater load reduction plan development and implementation, Crediting
Program participation, and monitoring commitments may also be incorporated
into the permit or the permit may reference any MOA to which NDOT becomes
a signatory party and require compliance to terms and conditions specified
within it.

